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Today’s Hottest Trend in Drawing Books
Zentangle is the wildly popular international phenomenon that combines meditation, creativity, and
fun! It’s the relaxing and enjoyable way to create beautiful images by drawing simple patterns.
This easy-to-learn art form can be enjoyed at any age… kids, teens, and adults. No expensive
equipment is required—all you need is paper, pencil, and pen to start creating something beautiful.
Stay on top of the trend with Fox Chapel Publishing, the world’s #1 Zentangle publisher.

an Imprint of Fox Chapel Publishing
www.d-originals.com

800-457-9112 • sales@foxchapelpublishing.com • www.d-originals.com

TangleEasy

Coloring Book Series
Design templates for Zentangle®, coloring, and more
Each TangleEasy title features 32 fascinating design templates for
both coloring book artists and Zentangle enthusiasts. Readers
can use them for simple coloring enjoyment, or else fill them
with tangles to create a Zentangle-inspired masterpiece. These
hyper-detailed and exquisitely rendered illustrations are designed
to pull the viewer in with captivating details. TangleEasy books are
printed on quality, heavyweight paper, perforated for easy removal
and framing. With no copyright restrictions, readers have explicit
permission to create based on these templates, and can sell or
distribute their artwork without restriction or fear of infringement.
•
•
•
•
•
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Coloring books – PLUS Zentangle
For both coloring and tangling enthusiasts
Templates for use without copyright restriction
Loaded with inspiring art
Beautiful fully-colored samples
High quality, extra-thick paper
Perforated pages for easy removal from the book

TangleEasy Sea Life
ISBN: 978-1-4972-0104-0
Product Code: DO5639
Available January 2016

TangleEasy Sacred Symbols
and Mandalas
ISBN: 978-1-4972-0029-6
Product Code: DO5564
Available January 2016

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
BEN KWOK (a.k.a. BioWorkZ) is a young
professional graphic artist. Born in Taiwan, he
has worked as an L.A. based apparel designer
for the past 8 years. He maintains a large
presence on social media, and draws large
followings on Facebook, Instagram, Behance,
and Deviantart.

TangleEasy Wildlife Designs
ISBN: 978-1-4972-0027-2
Product Code: DO5562

TangleEasy Pets
ISBN: 978-1-4972-0105-7
Product Code: DO5640
Available January 2016

TangleEasy Mandalas
ISBN: 978-1-4972-0106-4
Product Code: DO5641
Available January 2016

TangleEasy Birds
ISBN: 978-1-4972-0028-9
Product Code: DO5563
Available January 2016

TA N GLEEASY S ERIES DATA:
Author: Ben Kwok
Price: $14.99 US / $17.99 CAD
Trim: 8.5” x 10.875”
Thickness: 0.29”
Format: Paperback
Pages: 96

Carton Quantity: 35
Illustrations: 32 B&W line art, 16 color
illustrations
BISAC Code - Category: ART051000
ART / Techniques / Color
Imprint: Design Originals

Zenspirations

®

Coloring Book Series

CREAT E, CO LO R , PAT T E R N, P L AY !
Let your spirit soar with 30 uplifting and encouraging designs in each of
these extraordinary coloring activity books. Zenspirations® artist Joanne
Fink reveals her easy-to-learn techniques for combining simple strokes with
positive messages and playful patterns.
So much more than mere outlines to color, exquisite Zenspirations® patterns
are launching pads of endless imagination and creativity. You don’t need
to have the skills of an artist to create your own masterpiece. After your
patterning is complete, go ahead and explore color! Use Joanne’s finished
examples for guidance, or try your own interesting color combinations to
create wonderfully motivating and meaningful art.
Printed on high-quality, extra-thick paper, these beautiful and inspirational
books are perfect for colored pencils, markers, gel pens, or watercolors.
Pages are printed on one side only, and are perforated for easy removal
and display.

Zenspirations® Coloring Book
Expressions of Nature
ISBN: 978-1-57421-898-5
Product Code: DO5456
Thickness: 0.24”
Pages: 80
Carton Qty: 45
Available March 2016

Zenspirations® Coloring Book
Heartfelt Expressions
ISBN: 978-1-57421-899-2
Product Code: DO5457
Thickness: 0.24”
Pages: 80
Carton Qty: 45
Available March 2016

•

The original Fox Chapel Publishing
coloring book series: part Zentangle,
part coloring book.

•

Brings color and inspirational
messages to Zentangle.

•

The author, an award‑winning art
director from the greeting card
industry, is a master at creating
illustrations with uplifting and
inspiring sentiments.

•

The author has built a dedicated
following around her Zenspirations®
brand, and her fans will want to
collect every volume in this series.

Zenspirations® Coloring Book
Inspirations
ISBN: 978-1-57421-872-5
Product Code: DO5446
Thickness: 0.20”
Pages: 64
Carton Qty: 50

Zenspirations® Coloring Book
Abstract & Geometric Designs
ISBN: 978-1-57421-871-8
Product Code: DO5445
Thickness: 0.20”
Pages: 64
Carton Qty: 50

Zenspirations® Coloring Book
Birds & Butterflies
ISBN: 978-1-57421-870-1
Product Code: DO5444
Thickness: 0.24”
Pages: 80
Carton Qty: 45

Zenspirations® Coloring Book
Flowers
ISBN: 978-1-57421-869-5
Product Code: DO5443
Thickness: 0.20”
Pages: 64
Carton Qty: 50

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
JOANNE FINK, an award-winning designer,
calligrapher, and author, has 20 years of experience
as an art director in the greeting card industry. She
is the author of 7 bestselling Zenspirations® books
from Fox Chapel Publishing. Joanne promotes her
Zenspirations brand in licensing, workshops, and
seminars. Her studio develops inspirational products
for the gift, stationery, and craft markets.

Zenspirations® Coloring Book
Expressions Of Faith
ISBN: 978-1-57421-901-2
Product Code: DO5459
Thickness: 0.24”
Pages: 80
Carton Qty: 45

Z E NS P IRATIO NS ® S ERIES DATA :
Price: $9.99 US / $9.99 CAD
Format: Paperback
Trim: 8.5” x 10.875”

BISAC Code - Category:
ART051000 ART /
Techniques / Color
Imprint: Design Originals

Zentangle Drawing for a Calm &
Focused Mind
500+ Illustrations & Examples to Get You Started
By Suzanne McNeill, CZT
Zentangle-inspired designs are turning up everywhere—on prints, paintings, greeting cards, crafts,
and fashion. But it’s not just for professional artists—anyone can learn to draw using the easyto-learn Zentangle method. Even if you have never considered yourself an “artist” you can create
beautiful, original art with Zentangle!
Inside this book readers will find an introduction to Zentangle basics; step-by-step practice tangle
patterns; advanced techniques for shading and coloring; creative Zentangle-inspired project ideas;
and a gallery of inspiring Zentangle artwork; plus templates, strings, stencils, alphabets, Zendalas,
and more.
Zentangle can be a satisfying, healthy stress-management activity, with many of the positive
effects of mindful meditation. It can even benefit children with developmental disabilities by
helping them to lead full and successful lives. But the benefits of Zentangle are not limited to those affected by a
specific condition or disorder. Acquiring a sense of peace and calm is a life skill that can benefit everyone.
$24.99 • 978-1-4972-0058-6 • DO5593 • 023863-05593-2 • 192 pages

Stay on Top of the Trends with
the World’s #1 Zentangle® Publisher!
Fox Chapel Publishing is the world’s most active and influential Zentangle publisher, with 30 active titles
in print, sales of more than 500,000 units, translations in multiple languages, and four Certified Zentangle
Teachers (CZTs) on staff.
Our authors include leading artists like Marie Browning, Sandy Steen Bartholomew, and Cindy Shepard. And
no one has done more to popularize Zentangle than our own Trendsetter,
Suzanne McNeill! In addition to authoring
Zentangle books herself, Suzanne is a
tireless and effective champion of the
Zentangle® drawing method in the
publishing industry.
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TELEPHONE: 800-457-9112
EMAIL: Sales@FoxChapelPublishing.com

ONLINE: www.D-Originals.com
1970 Broad Street, East Petersburg, PA 17520

The Zentangle method was created by Rick Roberts and Maria Thomas. Zentangle® is a registered trademark of Zentangle, Inc.

